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Abstract
This research concerns decorations on hand-built pottery from Spanish Mount
(38CH62), a 4,000-year-old, Late Archaic period Native American shellfish mound
located next to a tidal creek on Edisto Island, Charleston County, South Carolina. The
people of Spanish Mount produced what archaeologists call Thom’s Creek pottery,
a sand-tempered ware embellished with punctated linear and curvilinear designs.
Although researchers have been studying Thom’s Creek pottery for decades, they
have yet to develop a comprehensive guide to the various tool punctations, or stylistic
elements, that were impressed on the vessels. Tool types, and the stylistic elements they
create, can potentially tell archaeologists something about communities of learning or
practice among Thom’s Creek potters and their neighbors. To study tool-type diversity,
I focused on an assemblage of ceramics from a single unit at the Spanish Mount site,
organizing the sherds by stylistic elements and experimenting with clay in an attempt
to distinguish what tools were used to make various punctated designs. I named and
described these stylistic elements, creating a reference glossary. This will enable other
researchers to compare their assemblages’ decorative modes and stylistic elements
to those on Thom’s Creek as well as assist in identification of pottery. Additionally,
I employed an archaeological database to input each sherd and its attributes by
stratigraphic context. This data allows for the organization and creation of data tables
that can be analyzed for changes in stylistic element use over time. This research as
well as the excavations performed at Spanish Mount are extremely important to cultural
preservation because erosion, likely strengthened by climate change, has destroyed vast
portions of the mound, leading to the loss of data, knowledge, and material culture.

Background on the Site
Spanish Mount (38CH62) is a Late Archaic, Native American, shellfish mound
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site located on Edisto Island Beach State Park, owned and managed by South Carolina
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism. The mound is situated along a tidal creek which has
led to erosion of the mound. The location of the site and the extent of excavations
performed in 2016-2017 can be viewed in Figure 1. The site dates back to 4,000 years ago
and is one of the largest shell middens on the coast of South Carolina. The midden’s
whereabouts have been known since 1825; however, excavations did not occur there
until 1973. Mitigation efforts to excavate the mound before its contents and information
were lost forever began in the summer of 1973 with a University of South Carolina
field school led by Donald Sutherland. His aim was to study the diets and pottery
of the people of Spanish Mount, determine settlement arrangements, collect carbon
samples for carbon dating, and study the mound’s cultural and temporal relationships

Figure 1. GIS map of Spanish Mount site (Courtesy of ARD USC SCIAA).
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with other sites. At the time, the midden was fifty meters in length and eight meters
in width and measured three meters at its thickest point. Sutherland excavated two
meter squares that he further divided into quadrants. He noted that pothunting was a
problem on the mound but due to its enormity most of the site remained undisturbed
(Sutherland 1974:185; Cable 1993:169).
Dr. Karen Smith returned to Spanish Mount to preform excavations on what
was left of the mound in 2016 and 2017. The goal of her excavations were mainly
mitigation efforts, and she aimed to study the same topics as Sutherland with attention
to new techniques that were not available at the time he excavated. Today, the mound
is one meter deep at its thickest, three and a half meters wide and twelve meters long.
Multiple hurricanes and the effects of climate change have contributed to the mound’s
diminished state. The units closest to the creek were the thickest and the mound thinned
out quickly as one moved down the slope and away from the creek. Smith excavated
seventeen one meter by one meter squares as well as a handful of fifty-centimeter
shovel tests. She excavated by single context excavation; meaning she did not dig down
by arbitrary levels. Instead, she dug and determined contexts through visibly distinct
deposits. Occasionally, she excavated new units down by levels of ten centimeters until
she could see the deposits for surrounding units in profile. She assigned the contexts
letters from A to X. In Unit 6, the focus of this thesis, no pottery was recovered from any
of the contexts following U. A large pit was discovered at the very bottom of the mound
in Units 13 and 16 that cut into the sterile soil below and was filled with midden from
above. However, no pits were discernable within the shellfish portion of the mound.
Additionally, no burials were discovered in the midden which means people were most
likely buried somewhere else (Karen Smith, personal communication 2017).
These excavations yielded important information about life at Spanish Mount.
Smith favors the interpretation that the mound is depositional not occupational due to
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its large size and the amount of shellfish forming it. Sutherland and Smith identified
that the diet at Spanish Mount consisted heavily of shellfish with the addition of
white tailed deer, raccoon, black bear, turtle, duck, turkey, crab, and various fish
species still living in the estuary today. In addition to the various shellfish and
animal remains recovered Smith and Sutherland discovered engraved bone pins and
thousands of sherds. Thom’s Creek sand tempered pottery co-occurred with Stallings
Island fiber tempered pottery at Spanish Mount. Although, Thom’s Creek pottery
is the predominant form at this site. Lastly, Sutherland recovered lithics during his
excavations but Smith did not find any (Sutherland 1974:193, Karen Smith personal
communication 2017).

Late Archaic Period
The Late Archaic period, 3000-1000 B.C. (5000-3000 B.P.), consisted of hunter
gatherer societies that were, for the most part, egalitarian (Sassaman 1993:14; Milanich
1994:85). The Late Archaic period gave birth to many new technologies such as pottery
and notched and stemmed lithic points. The atlatl was created during the Archaic
period and further refined during the Late Archaic period in an effort to simplify
hunting and make it more efficient. It allowed archaic people to hunt from a distance
rather than in close contact with their prey as previous spear hunting required. Shell
middens and rings began to be widely constructed along the Southeastern Atlantic
coast during this time period (Saunders et al. 2002:110; Bense 1994:104-105). Shell rings
precede the Woodland and Mississippian mound building periods by thousands of
years making shell rings some of the earliest large-scale architectural features found
in the United States. These shell rings and middens are evidence of a transition from
nomadic societies to sedentary settlements which led to new coastal cultural traditions,
the first inter-coastal exchange patterns, and an increase in social complexity (Saunders
et al. 2002:8).
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Shell Rings and Mounds
Ongoing research is being conducted on multiple shell ring and midden sites
along the Southeastern coast. Shell rings are mainly constructed of oyster shells which
account for the volume of the mounds and range in size from fifty to two hundred
and fifty meters across and from one to six meters in height. Their shapes typically
vary from circular to “C” like structures while some are horseshoe like or amorphous
in form. The rings tend to stand alone but can be found in clusters. They are located
primarily along the coasts of South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. Late Archaic people
settled in areas abundant with oyster in order to support their diet and it is theorized
that after consuming the oysters they deposited them in patterns to form these rings for
various purposes. Understanding the shape of rings is important because ring shape
has been linked to the social organization of ring builders. Michael Trinkley argues that
circular shapes indicate an egalitarian social formation lacking in status distinctions
while, Rebecca Saunders argues that rings with asymmetrical shell distributions may
reflect asymmetries in social relations (Trinkley 1985:118; Saunders et al. 2002:86). Areas
of higher shell density on the mound may be associated with the special status of an
individual(s) (Saunders et al. 2002:87). So far, Trinkley and Saunders have contributed
greatly to the discourse surrounding shell ring site data.
The Fig Island shell ring in South Carolina is one of the largest and most complex
shell rings being studied (Saunders et al. 2002:79). In addition, the Rollins and Oxeye
rings in Florida are among the oldest and largest ring sites being researched. While the
excavations at Spanish Mount have ceased there are ongoing excavations on the Sea
Pines shell ring located in South Carolina led by Matt Sanger which are an excellent
source of data concerning shell rings and the people who built them. Knowledge about
these rings is valuable to the understanding of Late Archaic people and their lifestyles.
Lastly, some archaeologists believe that Late Archaic people lived inside or
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around the rings and that the rings were formed through subsistence refuse of daily
habitation. Others believe that people lived atop the middens and rings and reserved
the center of the ring for ceremonial and community use. Archaeologists have found
evidence of large scale ceremonies through feast remains located in mounded ring
walls. These large consumptions of shellfish, fish, and other foods resulted in refuse
being quickly and purposely discarded to form mounded ring walls (Saunders et al.
2002:17).

Pottery
Ceramics are studied to gather information concerning trading habits, societal
status, social practices, and cultural changes. Pottery was an important technological
invention in regard to cooking and storage. The creation of clay bowls and jars made
cooking food over fires much simpler. Additionally, it made food storage an easier task
(Sassaman 1993:15,28). As mentioned earlier pottery first came about during the Late
Archaic time period. Stallings Island, a fiber tempered pottery found on the coasts of
South Carolina and Georgia, was the first pottery form observed in the United States.
Later, there was a transition from fiber tempered wares to sand tempered wares, such as
Thom’s Creek, around 4000 B.P. Although, both wares co-occur at multiple sites sand
became the more dominant temper form of the Late Archaic period.
Kenneth Sassaman is at the forefront of research on early Southeastern pottery
tradition. Through his research he was able to conclude that early pottery in the
Southeast mainly consisted of shallow bowls with flattened or rounded bottoms. There
is very little evidence of jars being built. He noted that rims tended to be straight or
slightly incurvate and that the pottery was created using various techniques such as
coiling, pinching, and slab modeling. Surface treatments used on early pottery consisted
of plain, punctated, incised, and stamped decorative techniques (Sassaman 1993:19).
Pinching was the predominant manufacturing technique for fiber tempered wares and
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the clay was typically tempered with Spanish moss (Sassaman 1993:66).
Pottery did not initially thrive in the interior due to the use of indirect cooking
using soapstone slabs and resistance to change. However, pottery became popular
along the coast through a transition from indirect cooking by way of soapstone to
a direct method of cooking using ceramic technology (Sassaman 1993:36, 215). The
creation of pottery allowed for a decrease in time needed for food collection and an
increase in the amount of food that could be collected at a given time. Around the time
that pottery began being made, 4500-3000 B.P, there was a rise in shellfish collections.
This is evidence that pottery was created to facilitate the collection, storage, and
processing of shellfish. For this reason, the creation of shell rings coincides with the
creation of pottery (Stoltman 1974:233).
Stallings Island vs. Thom’s Creek
Stallings Island and Thom’s Creek pottery are both produced in the same region
spanning South Carolina to Georgia. Their distributions overlap between the area
ranging from the Savannah River to the Santee. North of the Santee River Thom’s Creek
becomes the predominant pottery form while Stallings Island is the predominant form
at Late Archaic sites in Georgia. Their distributions are mapped out in Figure 2 below.
While it has long been held that Stallings Island predates Thom’s Creek, there is no
dispute today that their periods of production overlap. Stallings Island is the earliest
pottery form in the United States with the earliest carbon dates placing its birth around
5569-4654 B.P. (Saunders and Hays 2004:6). These dates are outside of the commonly
referenced age range so some archaeologists debate their validity. More widely
accepted carbon dates show the Stallings Island pottery form being introduced around
4500 B.P. and spanning in use to 3000 B.P. while Thom’s Creek spans from 4500-3700
B.P. (Saunders et al. 2002:12). Below Figure 3 depicts some radiocarbon dates obtained
from the Spanish Mount site. These radiocarbon dates align with the dates that are
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Figure 2. Distribution of early coastal plain pottery (Saunders and Hays 2004: Figure 1.2).
widely accepted for the Thom’s Creek pottery form.
The Thom’s Creek pottery form was first defined by James Griffin in 1954
concerning a site near Columbia, South Carolina (Saunders et al. 2002:21). Stalling’s
Island pottery was first defined by William Claflin in 1931 concerning a mound in
Columbia, Georgia (Saunders et al. 2002:20). The stylistic elements associated with
both wares are very similar. The exception being that Thom’s Creek includes a finger
pinched decorative technique that Stallings Island lacks (Saunders et al. 2002:19).
Trinkley defines this decorative technique as Awendaw finger pinched and claims that
it is associated with the Thom’s Creek series (Trinkley 1980:13-14). Both pottery forms
feature similar random and linear punctations. The main differentiating factor between
the two types of pottery is their temper. Stallings Island is fiber tempered, most likely
with Spanish moss while Thom’s Creek is sand tempered (Simpkins & Allard 1986:108;
Sassaman 1993:16). Table 1 and Figure 4 below both provide side by side comparisons
of these two wares.
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Figure 3. Carbon dates from sherds at Spanish Mount site. The date from context S of
Unit 6 dates to around 4200 B.P. The curves are modeled dates that were modeled using the
stratigraphic order of the dates. The unmodeled dates are shown underneath via black lines. The
unmodeled dates are what you would get if you did not impose any order on the dates.
Table 1. Comparisons of Stallings Island and Thom’s Creek pottery characteristics (Saunders et
al. 2002:12).

Stallings
Island

Thom’s Creek

Time Period

Geographic
Distribution

Temper

4500-3000 B.P.

South Carolina
and Georgia
(Dominant in
Georgia)

Fiber

4500-3700 B.P.

South Carolina
and Georgia
(Dominant in
South Carolina)

Sand

Decorative
Techniques
Linear and
curvilinear
(Punctated,
Scraped,
Incised, and
Plain)
Linear and
curvilinear
(Punctated,
Scraped,
Incised,
Pinched, and
Plain)
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Figure 4. Stallings Island (Left) versus Thom’s Creek (Right) pottery.1

Research Goals and Methods
During this research, I set out to determine how Thom’s Creek Pottery surface
decorations can be classified, organized, and defined. I wanted to decipher what tools
were used to create the various decorative modes observed on Thom’s Creek pottery
and ascertain the vessel forms, sizes, and uses of ceramics at Spanish Mount. I planned
to study how the decorative modes and stylistic elements changed over time and what
these changes indicate. Additionally, I wanted to determine what those changes reveal
about communities of knowledge and learning.
In order to create a glossary of Thom’s Creek stylistic elements I studied an
assemblage of sherds from the 2016 excavation at Spanish Mount led by Dr. Karen
Smith with the South Carolina Institute of Anthropology and Archaeology (SCIAA).
The sample of sherds observed consisted of 406 total sherds from Unit 6 contexts A-U.
The sherds collected varied by surface decoration, temper, and form. Unit 6 produced
both plain and decorated sherds which were either sand or fiber tempered. The sherd’s
surface decorations were implemented in linear and curvilinear fashions. However,
linear was the most common design implementation. The predominant vessel form
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observed in this assemblage was determined to be bowls based on the large number of
straight rim sherds recovered.
I utilized the DAACS (Digital Archaeological Archive of Comparative Slavery)
research consortium to input and sort data concerning the sherds I studied from
Unit 6. In Appendix A, I detail the steps I took to enter the sherds into the database.
The consortium allowed me to query my data and preform refined searches in order
to create spreadsheets and seriation charts. These allowed me to study the changes
in decorative modes, stylistic elements, and forms of the assemblage through time.
This information can provide insight into communities of knowledge and changes in
technique or preference over time.
I began the research process by sorting the sherds into groups by decorative
technique: punctated, scraped, incised, pinched, and plain. Finger pinching and incising
are observed on Thom’s Creek pottery; however, they were not represented in Unit 6.
Although, incised sherds were present in additional units at the site. I further sorted
punctated into the decorative styles of Separate and Linear/Drag & Jab. Then I divided
Separate by tool type: Reed, Shell, and Unidentified. Linear/Drag & Jab is a separate
category because rather than the reed and shell punctations which are created by a
stylus being pushed into the clay then removed and then pushed in again in separate
motions, Drag & Jab is one continuous motion of the stylus being jabbed into the clay
then dragged across the surface in a repetitive pattern. Additionally, Linear/Drag &
Jab can be created using various styli, including reed and shell, which are difficult to
identify due to the closeness of the design’s implementation. Therefore, I did not divide
this decorative style by tool type because it is unidentifiable. Lastly, from tool type I
further divided into stylistic elements which are created by implementing the styli in
varying ways and I provided the type names affiliated with these elements. This process
of sorting and grouping Thom’s Creek sherds is illustrated below in Figure 5. 		
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Figure 5. Guide I created to organize and sort Thom’s Creek sherds.
The Thom’s Creek type names associated with the stylistic elements I defined
in Figure 5 were compiled by David Anderson from a number of different sources.
Anderson created a sorting guide for Indian pottery of the Carolinas which included a
breakdown of Thom’s Creek pottery by its attributes. He stopped sorting at the level of
surface finish and styli (Anderson 1996:248-254). My organization further sorted past
the level of surface finish and styli into stylistic elements. Anderson defined surface
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finishes such as plain, drag & jab punctate, and linear separate punctate. I called these
surface treatments decorative modes but defined them quite similarly to Anderson.
Steven Meredith’s decorative modes and applications for Alexander culture
pottery resemble and are named very similarly to the stylistic elements I came up
with for Thom’s Creek. Alexander pottery is a sand tempered Gulf Formational Stage
ware that came into existence around 2800-2400 B.P. after Thom’s Creek (Meredith
2007:6; Saunders and Hays 2004:15). Its geographical boundary ranges from Alabama
to Tennessee. Like Thom’s Creek it features punctations and incised decorative
modes (Meredith 2007:22,37,50). These included crescent, triangular, and gastropod
punctations (Meredith 2007: 54, 65-67). What Meredith called applications I called
stylistic elements (Meredith 2007:37-38).
What Meredith called applications I called stylistic elements Meredith (2007:3738). Webster’s dictionary defines mode as a manner of acting or doing; method; way.
I chose to define a decorative mode as an application of a decorative technique either
implemented in a separate fashion or combined as with Drag & Jab. A decorative
technique is the way a design is implemented on pottery i.e. punctation and incision.
On the other hand, a stylistic element is the particular shape created using the
application of a decorative technique combined with other factors such as tool type and
variation. The stylistic element is the end result of the technique and mode of decoration
chosen as well as the way in which they were performed.
I identified and named a total of nine stylistic elements from Unit 6. There were
several elements I declined to name owing to the fact that there were only one or two
sherds with their specific designs. In addition, there were sherds for which I was unable
to decipher whether they had a design or not due to wear and incompleteness. Many of
the sherds I observed featured two kinds of decorative techniques. The most common
combination being shell scraping and punctation which were not mutually exclusive.
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A decent number of the punctated sherds from Unit 6 had interior and/or exterior
shell scrapping in addition to their punctations. On some sherds, the shell scraping was
performed over top of the punctations.
Using modeling clay and various reeds and shellfish found at the Spanish
Mount site I was able to create impressions in the clay that replicated the stylistic
elements I observed on the pottery from Unit 6. The punctations varied based on stylus
width, modifications to the stylus, angle of stylus implementation, and depth of stylus
implementation. I was able to re-create the various crescent and circular punctations
with reed. This lead me to conclude that reeds were used to make the circular and
crescent shaped stylistic elements on Thom’s Creek pottery. It is possible that deer
antler tines or the branches of a whelk may have been used to create the Shallow
Circular element. During my experiments, both of these styli created the same shallow
circular design. I replicated the conical punctations using the tips of periwinkle shells
which were recovered in wide abundance from the mound. I determined Atlantic
ribbed mussel shells, angel wings, and cockle shells were most likely used to create
triangular punctations and to implement a scraped decorative technique to the interiors
and exteriors of vessels. The ribbed side of the shells were dragged across the surface of
the clay in various directions to create series of lines.
I was able to replicate shell scraping; however, I was unable to replicate the
ribbed triangular stylistic element. I could not break the shell in such a way that it
created a perfect triangle when implemented on clay. Although, based on the spacing
of the ribbing within the punctation I think an Atlantic ribbed mussel was used to
create this element. I believe blue crab claws were used to create the stylistic element I
named Bilobed Crescent. I was able to re-create this element by breaking off the tips of
the claws and pushing the broken end opposite the tip into the clay to create a crescent
that is more square than round in nature with distinct deep punctations at either end
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of the crescent. Blue crab claws, like periwinkle shells, were found in abundance at
the mound. This shows that shellfish served a multitude of purposes as sources of
sustenance, construction material, and styli. My experimental styli implementations on
clay can be seen below in Figure 6.

A

B

C

D

Figure 6. Sherds displaying stylistic elements paired with the stylus most likely used to create the
element; adjacent to my re-creation of the elements using the stylus on modeling clay. A: Bilobed
Crescent created with a blue crab claw, B: Ribbed Triangular created with a ribbed Atlantic
mussel, C: Small Crescent created with a reed, and D: Shallow Crescent created with a reed.2
Southerland also performed tests to identify what styli were being used to
create the various decorations on Thom’s Creek pottery. He found the most commonly
used tools to be reed, shell, and fingers. He concluded that marsh reeds and marsh
periwinkles were predominantly used to create punctations while cockle and angel
wing shells were also used occasionally (Southerland 1974:194). Additional research
and experiments have been performed with results showing that many of the designs
being labeled reed punctate can be created with non-plant styli such as feather quills
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and bone (Whyte et al. 2011:394). Lastly, Sassaman, alongside Wictoria Rudolphi,
performed experiments to study right versus left handedness in the implementation
of stylistic elements on pottery though studies of punctation angles and direction on
implementation (Sassaman and Rudolphi 2001:417-418).
The nine stylistic elements I named are defined below in my glossary. I
organized the glossary in the same fashion that I organized the sherds following my
guide in Figure 5. I began with the definition the decorative technique then followed
with the styli used to create the technique and lastly the elements created. Following the
glossary, I provide an image of the decorative techniques witnessed on Thom’s Creek
pottery from Spanish Mount (see Figure 7) and an image of the stylistic elements I
observed and named (see Figure 8).

Stylistic Elements Glossary
Punctated: A stylus, typically reed or shell, is impressed into the clay either in a
separated manor or dragged and jabbed in a continuous pattern.
Reed Stylus:
Bilobed Crescent: A variation of the crescent element with two distinct sharp
pointed punctations at both ends of the crescent. It resembles a pig nose when
looking directly down at the punctation). Meredith recognized a similar
element but named it Blocked “C” punctation when studying Alexander pottery
(Meredith 2007: 65).
Shallow Crescent: Crescent shaped punctation that resembles a fingernail. There
is variation in width of styli used and depth of punctation. Measures around 8
millimeters in length.
Deep Crescent: Deep crescent punctation with the rounded side of the crescent
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being dragged outwards toward the surface of the sherd. Similar to what
Meredith defined as Crescent punctation (Meredith 2007: 65).
Small Crescent: Shallow, skinny, narrow crescent punctation that measures a little
over 4 millimeters in length.
Shell Stylus:
Conical: Conical punctation that contracts farther into the sherd until it reaches a
point. When looking directly down at the punctation it appears circular). Curved
ridges/grooves spiraling down within the punctation. Thought to be made
with periwinkle shells. Meredith defined this element as Gastropod punctation
(Meredith 2007: 65).
Ribbed Triangular: A variety of triangular punctation that contains grooves within
the punctation.
Unidentifiable Styli:
Shallow Circular: Circular punctation that measures smaller than 2 millimeters in
diameter and are shallow in depth.
Square: When looking directly down upon the punctations they appear to
be somewhat square in shape because length and width appear to be equal.
However, it is triangular in profile.
Triangular: A variety of stylus punctation that, when looking directly down upon
the punctation, appears triangular. Similar to what Meredith called Triangular
punctation (Meredith 2007: 66).

Linear/Drag and Jab: Predominantly linear rows of closely spaced or overlapping
punctations with distinct raised ridges between each row of punctations. Caused by
a stylus being jabbed into the clay and then dragged and jabbed again in an ongoing
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pattern. An assortment of styli can be used to create these punctations.

Scraped: A stylus is pulled across the surface of the clay with the intention to leave a
series of lines.
Shell: Linear shallow lines across the surface of the sherd that were created by the
scraping of a marine bivalve across the surface of the clay.

Incised: A stylus is used to create lines in the surface of the clay.
Plain: No surface decoration is given to the clay.

A

B

C

Figure 7. Decorative tehcniques observed on Thom’s Creek pottery at Spanish Mount: A. Shell
scraping, B. Incising, and C. Plain. Finger pinching is not depicted because it was not observed
in the Thom’s Creek assemblage from the 2016-2017 Spanish Mount excavations.3

Contexts
The sherds I studied were organized by context during their input into the
DAACS database. This allowed for a simpler temporal study of the site and its pottery
by stratigraphic levels. The stratigraphic soil contexts A through U were defined on site
based on shared characteristics while later in the lab these contexts were combined into
stratigraphic groups shown below in Figure 9. The mound consisted of contexts SG06A
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A

D

G

B

C

E

F

H

J

M

K

N

I

L

O

Figure 8. Stylistic Elements on Thom’s Creek pottery: A. Bilobed Crescent, B. Shallow
Crescent, C&D: Deep Crescent, E: Small Crescent, F&G: Conical, H: Ribbed Triangular,
I&J: Shallow Circular, K: Square, L: Triangular, and M-O: Drag & Jab.4
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Figure 9. Stratigraphy of the mound.
through SG04. Below SG04 was a pre-mound oyster deposit while above SG06A was
topsoil. Sherds were observed in stratigraphic groups SG03-SG07. The stratigraphic
groups were organized as such: SG07=A-B, SG06A=C-H, SG06B=I-N, SG05=O-S,
SG04=T, SG03=U, SG02=V-W, SG01=X.
Stratigraphic groups SG06A-SG04 made up the mound while groups SG03-SG01
were pre-midden deposits and subsoil. Stratigraphic group SG07 was the topsoil layer
which contained only a handful of sherds which may have incidentally ended up there.
It is possible that the mound was capped signifying the end of its depositional use.
Stratigraphic group SG05 contained a layer of large whelks which may represent a large
ceremony or feast. In addition, SG05 is the layer that produced the most sherds and
the most sherds with rims. Context R consisted of a yellowish sand pocket and initially
did not belong to a stratigraphic group but during my research was assigned to context
SG05. Since context R was an anomaly that was too difficult to be excavated separately
it was decided that it was best to include it in the stratigraphic group it interrupted
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rather than isolate it.
While studying the sherds from Unit 6 I created tables and statistical graphs
concerning their characteristics in reference to stratigraphic groups. Counting sherds
and their elements by stratigraphic groups allowed me to study changes in potting
practices and techniques at Spanish Mount over time. Additionally, counts by
stratigraphic group can help to determine the most active periods of the mound’s
depositional life and what events occurred. In the following section I will detail some
general characteristics I observed concerning the pottery.

General Characteristics of the Pottery
I used R Studio, a free open source code for statistical and graphical
programming language, to create diagrams and tables quantifying the data I entered
into the DAACS database. The coding I used to generate these statistics is accessible
below in Appendix B. Providing this coding allows for data access, model sharing,
and replicability. Using this programming I was able to create kernel density graphs
and boxplots depicting the relationships between attributes of the pottery from Unit 6
that I studied. Additionally, I could determine the mean, maximum, and minimum for
various attributes of the assemblage as well as other counts and characteristics which
can provide me information about potting practices and techniques 4,000 years ago at
Spanish Mount.
Stratigraphic groups SG06A, SG06B, and SG05 had the greatest amounts of
Thom’s Creek pottery while the remaining groups only produced a handful of sherds.
The groups producing the most pottery are the groups that make up the majority of
the midden while the groups containing smaller amounts of sherds are on the edges
or outskirts of the midden range. This is because the pottery is being produced during
the mound’s depositional use life and the pottery’s disappearance outside of the
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mound context shows an end to the mound’s use. The largest number of Thom’s Creek
sherds were found in stratigraphic group SG05 which is situated around the middle
of the midden and contained a large whelk deposit layer. This can either indicate a
large celebration or a heavy period of depositional use. A total of two Stallings Island
fiber tempered sherds were recovered from Unit 6 both originating from stratigraphic
group SG07, the upper-most stratum. This is interesting because one would expect
Stallings Island to be found deeper in the midden somewhere below SG05 because
Stallings Island is thought to be an older pottery form. Its appearance at the top of the
deposit may have been caused the capping of the mound using nearby sediment which
contained the older sherds (Cable 1993:189). Pottery type counts by stratigraphic group
can be viewed in Table 2.
Table
2. Count
of pottery
types
by stratigraphic
group
in unit
Table
2. Counts
of pottery
types
by stratigraphic
groups
for six.
Unit 6.
Geographic

Decorative
Distribution
Techniques
SG07
SG06A
SG06B
SG05
SG04Linear and
SG03
South Carolina
curvilinear
Stalling’s
Stallings
and Georgia
(Punctated,
2
4500-3000 B.P.0
0 in
0 Fiber
0 Scraped, 0
Island
(Dominant
Island
(100%)
Georgia)
Thom's
10
71
132
172
18 Incised, and
1
Creek
(2%)
(18%)
(33%)
(43%)
(4%) Plain)(<1%)
Linear and
curvilinear
South Carolina
(Punctated,
and 6
Georgia
The
mean
sherd
thickness
for
Unit
is
8
millimeters
as
can
be
seen
in Figure 10.
Thom’s Creek
4500-3700 B.P.
Sand
Scraped,
(Dominant in
Incised,
South
Carolina) and a maximum of 13 millimeters.
I observed a minimum thickness of 3.2
millimeters
Pinched, and
Plain)
Figure 11 below is a boxplot depicting sherd thicknesses. I have concluded
that Thom’s
Time Period

Temper

Creek pottery was created using a coiling manufacturing technique. I found evidence
of coil manufacturing via coil breaks on 21 sherds from Unit 6. Table 3 provides the
counts of manufacturing techniques observed in Unit 6. There was evidence of post
manufacturing use on some sherds. These sherds were likely used as abraders to shape
tools. An abrader from Spanish Mount is pictured below in Figure 12.
Maximum sherd measurement can provide information about the depositional
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Figure 10. Kernel density of sherd thicknesses measured in millimeters.

Figure 11. Boxplot of sherd thicknesses by stratigraphic groups.
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Table 3.
Manufacturing
techniques
of vessels
in Unitin
6 by
stratigraphic
groups.group.
Table
8. Manufacturing
technique
of vessels
Unit
6 by stratigraphic

SG03

Handbuild,
coil

Handbuild,
unid.

0

1

1

17

12

160

1

70

6

126

1

11

SG04
SG05
SG06A
SG06B
SG07

Figure 12. Abrader.5
history of the mound. Small maximum sherd measurements may represent a harsher
life history or heavy breakage during disposal or after disposal by trampling. Sherds
tend to not be buried where the vessels broke, rather they go through cycles of
redeposition. Small maximum sherd measurement may also represent a weak form of
pottery (Orton et al. 1993:214). There was no plowing at the Spanish Mount site just
mild foot traffic from park visitors which would not have caused major damage to the
sherds. Sherds recovered from the top of the mound SG07 were the smallest, while
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sherds in the center of the mound, SG05, were the largest. Not only did SG05 have the
most sherds but, it also had the largest sherds. These measurements are depicted in
a boxplot in Figure 13. The small maximum sherd measurements from SG07 support

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

Maximum Sherd Measurement

SG03

SG04

SG05

SG06A

SG06B

SG07

Stratigraphic Group

Figure 13. Boxplot of maximum sherd measurements by stratigraphic groups for Unit 6.

the idea that SG07 represents an episode of redeposition, perhaps as a final cap of the
mound. Following this scenario, the sherds recovered within SG05 would have been
trampled and broken then redeposited in sediment used to cap the mound.
The density of inclusions for Unit 6 were very low; most inclusions did not reach
the DAACS threshold of greater than five percent and; therefore, were not recorded.
This means that the clay used to pot at Spanish Mount did not contain grog or other
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inclusions just sand. My sherd counts for oxidation versus reduction fabrics were pretty
evenly balanced. They can be seen below in Table 4. When there is no excess of oxygen
Table4.
4.Sherd
Countsreduction
for oxidation
versus reduction
fabric bygroup
stratigraphic
groups in Unit 6.
Table
or oxidization
by stratigraphic
in unit six.

Not Recorded
Not Reduced
Reduced
Unidentifiable

SG07

SG06A

SG06B

SG05

SG04

SG03

6

22

60

46

3

0

1

23

33

24

6

0

5

24

38

101

8

1

0

2

1

1

1

0

during firing, or the duration of firing is insufficient, the carbon will not all burn out
leaving a visible dark grey or black core signifying the sherd was exposed to a reducing
environment. When the sherd was exposed to an excess of oxygen; therefore, lacking
the dark grey or black band the sherd was not reduced (Orton et al. 1993:133). Examples
of reduced and not reduced cores can be seen in Figure 14. There were many sherds

Figure 14. Not reduced (Left) versus reduced (Right) core.6
that were classified as Unidentifiable because their cores were obscured by dirt. The Not
Recorded row includes batched sherds. Studying reduction can provide information
about pottery’s level of firing. The level of reduction can vary from potter to potter or
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from firing environment to firing environment.
Counts of sherd completeness for the assemblage can be seen below in Table
5. I recorded forty-two sherds with rims and one sherd with a visible base from

Table
stratigraphic
group in
unit for
six.Unit 6.
Table3.5.Sherd
Sherdcompleteness
completenessby
counts
by stratigraphic
groups

Body
Body, Rim
Base, Body

SG07

SG06A

SG06B

SG05

SG04

SG03

12

67

127

144

12

1

0

4

5
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6

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Unit 6. This means Unit 6 has a possible maximum vessel count of forty-two vessels
based on number of rim sherds present. There were no designs observed on the rims.
Additionally, all of the rims observed were straight indicating that they most likely
came from bowls. The single base came from stratigraphic group SG05 and had both
linear and curvilinear designs and featured two stylistic elements.
The majority of measurable rims, on sherds with a maximum sherd measurement
greater than thirty-five, had an average rim diameter of 330 millimeters and a
maximum and minimum of 390 millimeters and 200 millimeters, respectively. There
was one outlier sherd that measured 200 millimeters which caused my kernel density
of rim diameter graph, Figure 15, to be bimodal. The diameter of a vessel can assist in
the identification of the vessel’s use. However, it cannot tell us the depth of the vessel.
Due to the size of these vessels they were most likely used for storage, indirect cooking,
and processing. Diameters also provide information on communities of learning and
how people were being taught to build pottery. Figure 16 shows a boxplot of the rim
diameters I recorded. Based on the scatterplot in Figure 17 there is no relationship
between sherd thickness and rim diameter.
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Figure 15. Kernel density of rim diameters measured in millimeters.

Figure 16. Boxplot of rim diameters by stratigraphic groups.
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Figure 17. Scatterplot of rim diamters compared to rim thicknesses for Unit 6.
Out of all the decorated sherds that were studied the highest proportion of
decorative techniques used at Spanish Mount were punctation. Thom’s Creek plain is
the oldest decorative technique followed by punctate (Trinkley: 1980:22) Decorative
Table 5.counts
Count of
decorative
by stratigraphic
in unit column
six. (Do Iincludes
need to
technique
can
be seen techniques
below in Table
6. The Notgroup
Applicable
include6.plain
andfor
shell
scraped?)
Table
Counts
decorative
techniques by stratighic groups for Unit 6.
SG07 SG06A SG06B

SG05

SG04

SG03

Punctated

3

41

51

71

6

1

Drag & Jab

1

3

1

21

5

0

Not Applicable

8

27

80

80

7

0

scraped, plain, and unidentifiable decorative techniques. Many sherds displayed
both scraped and punctated techniques. Shell scraping was observed on sherds in all
stratigraphic groups. More interior shell scraping was seen than exterior. There were
more sherds with both interior and exterior shell scraping than just exterior alone.
Additionally, most shell scraped sherds also had a stylistic element and some had shell
scraping implemented over top of the stylistic element (see Figure 7A). Counts for shell
scraping can be observed in Table 7.
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Table
Table7.6.Counts
Countsforofshell
shell scraping
scraping by
by stratigraphic
stratigraphic groups
group. for Unit 6.
SG06A

SG06B

SG05

SG04

SG03

Exterior

0

2

2

0

0

Interior

10

9

15

1

1

Both

0

4

10

0

0

The sherds at the base of the mound had a higher percentage of more than one
stylistic element being implemented than the sherds at the upper levels did. While
the highest proportion of stylistic element was Conical. Counts of stylistic elements
by stratigraphic group can be seen below in Table 8. The sherds not included in these
Table 8. Counts for stylistic elements by stratigraphic groups for Unit 6.
Table 7. Count of stylistic elements by stratigraphic group.
Counts

Bilobbed

Shallow

Crescent Crescent

Deep

Small

Conical

Crescent Crescent

Shallow

Square

Triangular

Circular

Drag
& Jab

SG07

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

SG06A

0

3

5

0

16

4

1

4

3

SG06B

5

9

6

0

20

5

4

1

1

SG05

4

8

11

2

8

9

8

11

21

SG04

0

1

0

3

1

0

1

0

5

SG03

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Total

10

21

22

5

48

18

14

16
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counts were either plain, shell scraped with no punctation, batched, or their punctations
were unidentifiable or unnamed. The ribbed triangular and triangular stylistic elements
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were combined for Table 8’s counts and for the seriation chart in Figure 18 because their
separation was not distinguished until later in the research process.

Figure 18. Seriation chart for Thom’s Creek stylistic elements on exteriors by stratigraphic groups.

Stylistic changes over time can be observed in Figure 18. Conical was found
on sherds in every stratigraphic group, leading me to conclude that periwinkle shells
were the go-to decorative tool of choice, especially since they were readily available
and found in abundance during the excavations. Drag and Jab was the second most
used element followed by Deep Crescent and then Shallow Crescent. Reed punctations
lost popularity as there was a transition to shell punctate (Trinkley: 1980:22). Some
of the stylistic elements I defined as having an unidentifiable stylus were defined as
separate reed punctate by Anderson. I could not definitively prove that reeds were
used to create these stylistic elements which is why I placed them under the category of
unidentifiable styli. Defining and delineating tool styli enhances our understanding of
variation in the ware. Tools were cut and modified to create various stylistic elements.
Some may have been created with shell, whittled reed, antler, or wood. Elements under
the unidentifiable styli category have been assumed to have been created with reed but
I could not prove this for certain because some of these designs also appear to possibly
have been made with shell. An example of one of these elements is the Triangular
stylitic element. This element can be created with shell, reed, or some other stylus. I
could not pinpoint one specific stylus that belonged to this element.
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Closing Remarks
The mitigation efforts and research being performed at Spanish Mount are
crucial to cultural preservation because the site is disappearing at an alarming rate and
with it the history and material culture of the people that once lived there. Dr. Smith
and her team do not currently plan on returning to Spanish Mount. However, Dr. Smith
will be publishing a site report on the mound in the near future. In the meantime, the
glossary I created while researching Thom’s Creek pottery from Spanish Mount can be
used by researchers to compare and classify their pottery into decorative techniques,
decorative modes, and stylistic elements. Additionally, it can be used to assist in
identification of styli through stylistic elements observed on Thom’s Creek pottery.
Some of the stylistic elements I defined are unique to the Thom’s Creek pottery series.
This allows researchers to easily recognize this pottery form at various sites which can
signify some form of relatedness or connection, trade, exchange of ideas, or shared
learning.
Through my studies of the stylistic elements and decorative techniques, as well
as other ceramic attributes, I was able to see changes in potting practices over time at
Spanish Mount. For example, the Conical stylistic element was found throughout all
stratigraphic groups while other elements faded out or were introduced. Popularity of
the Conical element can be attributed to easy access and close proximity to periwinkle
shells wich were in great abundance at the site making them a convenient stylus
choice. Additionally, the conical stylus is simple and does not have to be altered like
other styli in order to create the desired design. That being said this also means that
the Conical stylistic element is lacking in variation compared to the other elements
seen implemented on Thom’s Creek pottery. Most researchers associate shell and reed
styli with Thom’s Creek; but after some experimental archaeology performed with
archaeologists at the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources, we were able to
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discern some new styli, such as blue crab claws, which were used to create the Bilobed
Crescent stylistic element (Figure 8A). These claws, like periwinkle shells, were found
in abundance at the site.
Pottery traditions are passed down through generations when community
members teach the young how to build and decorate pottery. Archaeologists can see
this passing of knowledge by studying pottery design, temper, and other attributes
within a site over time. They can infer when traditions were carried on, when they
ceased, and when new ones were introduced (Wendrich et al., 2012). During my
research I was interested in studying the potting practices of the people at Spanish
Mount 4,000 years ago. I belived these people were not randomly designing and
building pottery, rather they were being taught and adhering to various techniques.
I used the DAACS database to query the designs by stratigraphic group or
contexts to study communities of learning through time. I was able to recognize that
stylistic elements such as Conical and Drag and Jab were implemented on sherds in
all layers. However, Conical was seen more frequently in stratigraphic groups closer
to topsoil while Drag and Jab became more popular further into the midden. This may
signify a change in practices due to the evolution of communities of learning. I was
also able to observe stylistic elements phasing out and new ones being introduced.
For example, Bilobed Crescent became popular midway into the mound’s lifetime but
later lost popularity. On the other hand, Small Crescent was observed at the start of
the mound, then disappeared with time. Lastly, Drag and Jab designs lost popularity
while Conical became more prevalent. All of these temporal differences and changes in
stylistic elements throughout the span of the mound’s depositional use are a result of
and evidence of communities of learning and changes in potting techniques.
Before this independent study, I had never performed research so the process
of researching the Thom’s Creek assemblage and writing this thesis was a learning
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experience for me. I learned what worked and what did not in data collection. As
I examined and cataloged the sherds, new patterns emerged and I found myself
rearranging and redefining my guide (Figure 5) to reflect the evolution of my thoughts.
While writing my thesis and researching Thom’s Creek pottery I recognized that further
research is required for the Thom’s Creek pottery form and the Spanish Mount site in
order to learn more about Late Archaic people and the evolution of pottery during their
time.
My research brought to light some discrepancies in previous research regarding
dates and styli/design association. For stylistic elements with uncertain origin, such
as Shallow Circular, Square, and both Triangulars, more experimental archaeology
needs to be performed to definitively determine what styli were implemented to
create them. Also, additional radiocarbon dates would be beneficial to the research of
Thom’s creek pottery. They would allow for a more accurate time range for the pottery
form, whereas current dates define the beginning of the pottery form but do not allow
for the definition of the form’s time span. Additionally, the utility of the pottery at
the Spanish Mount site is largely unknown. Pottery at the site shows no sign of soot
or other evidence of direct heat cooking. This leaves the question of pottery use for
indirect cooking, storage, or processing open to future research. Lastly, due to the time
sensitivity of the Spanish Mount site further research on it is invaluable.

End Notes
1. Left sherd from Unit 5 Context H and right sherd from Unit 13 Context B.
2. Sherds from: A: Unit 6 Context S, B: Unit 11 Context K, C: Unit 6 Context T, and D:
Unit 6 Context Q.
3. Sherds from: A: Unit 6 Context S, B: Unit 12 Context B, and Unit 13 Context B.
4. Sherds from: A: Unit 6 Context S, B: Unit 6 Context Q, C: Unit 6 Context Q, D: Unit
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6 Context S, E: Unit 6 Context T, F: Unit 6 Context J, G: Unit 6 Context S, H: Unit 11
Context K, I: Unit 6 Context S, J: Unit 10 Context I, K: Unit 6 Context S, L: Unit 6 Context
S, M: Unit 6 Context Q, N: Unit 6 Context S, and O: Unit 6 Context T.
5. Sherd from Unit 15 Context E.
6. Left sherd from Unit 17 Context G and right sherd from Unit 15 Context H.
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Appendices
Appendix A: DAACS Artifact Entry
I utilized the DAACS research consortium to enter data for the assemblage of
Thom’s Creek pottery I studied from Unit six at Spanish Mount. Below I will detail
the process I went through to enter my data.
1. After logging into the database go to Data Entry then click Ceramics
a. The database contains data for the entirety of the Spanish Mount site. If
you select My Artifacts under the Ceramic List then it will only show the
data that I inputted into the system for Unit six.
2. Next to Ceramics List click on Add New then under Choose Project Name select:
SMP Mitigation and under Choose Context Sample I select the context that the
sherd I am entering into the system came from.
3. Starting with the Main tab
a. Under the General section:
i. I inputted the artifact count. I entered sherds with decorative
techniques and plain sherds with a maximum sherd measurement
of forty-five or more solo. I batched plain sherds with a maximum
sherd measurement of less than or equal to forty by context.
ii. Then under Ware I selected: Native American
1. I clicked save to get the other options to show up.
iii. Under Manufacturing Technique:
1. If coil breaks were present I selected: handbuild, coil
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2. No coil breaks present I selected: handbuild, unknown
iv. Under Material I selected: Coarse EW
v. Under Vessel Category I selected: Hollow
vi. Under Form:
1. If a straight rim was present I selected: bowl
2. If no rim was present I selected: unid. (Even if it had a curve
because it could be a bowl or jar but I could not tell which
without a rim.)
vii. Under Completeness I selected all of the discernable parts of the
sherd
1. Body
2. Rim
3. Body, rim
4. Body, base
viii. Under Decoration I selected yes if the sherd was decorated, no if
the sherd was plain, and unidentifiable if it was indiscernible.
ix. Under Mended I selected no if the sherd could not be mended to
another sherd. If the sherd did not have a fresh break and could
be mended then I entered the data for the pieces separately before
mending and marked: Yes, Physically Mended. In addition, under
Notes I wrote mended to followed by the identification numbers
associated with the other sherds.
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b. Under the Surfaces section:
i. Exterior surface: Unglazed/Bisque
ii. Exterior Color: Not Recorded
iii. Exterior Glaze Opacity: Not Applicable
iv. Interior Surface: Unglazed/Bisque
v. Interior color: Not Recorded
vi. Interior Glaze Opacity: Not Applicable
4. On to the Measurements tab
a. Under Sherd:
i. I recorded Sherd Thickness-I started measurement from five
millimeters below the rim if a rim was present and sherd size
permits otherwise I measured from the center of the sherd. I used
electronic calipers to measure.
ii. Maximum Sherd Measurement- I used the maximum sherd
measurement chart to find this number. I placed the sherd inside
of the circle that looked to be the most similar in size to the sherd.
I made sure none of the sherds edges were touching the outline of
the circle. I found the smallest circle the sherd could fit into without
touching the circle’s outline. The number within that circle was the
sherd’s maximum measurement.
iii. Sherd weight- I used an electronic scale to record the sherd(s)
weight. I made sure to tare the scale if I was weighing the sherd(s)
in a container.
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b. Under Rim-If the sherd did not have a rim I skipped this step.
i. Record Rim Length-I used a flexible tape measure to measure the
length in millimeters along the curve of the rim.
ii. Under Rim Diameter-I only recorded this if the maximum sherd
measurement was greater than thirty-five. I used the rim diameter
chart to determine this number. I lined the exterior of the sherd up
to the chart’s lines until I found the one that aligned most closely.
The number associated with that line was the sherd’s rim diameter.
5. Next the Decoration tab
a. Under General
i. Genre: I did not select anything.
ii. Pattern Name: Not Applicable
b. Under Stylistic Elements: I clicked Add Stylistic Element once for
each present element. Then I followed the next steps for each element
separately.
i. Interior/Exterior: I chose the face of the sherd where the stylistic
element was present.
ii. Location: I selected where the element was located. i.e. Body
iii. Decorative Technique: I chose the technique implemented. i.e.
Punctated or Shell Scraped
iv. Decoration Color: No Applied Color
v. Stylistic Element: I chose the stylistic element present on the sherd.
i.e. Conical (SCIAA NA) If I did not have a name for the stylistic
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element or if it was Drag & Jab I chose Unidentified. If the sherd
only had shell scraping I left this blank.
vi. Motif: Not Applicable
6. Under the Wear/Condition tab: If the sherd was used as an abrader or a surface
was obviously worn I selected add Use/Wear. Otherwise, I only filled out
Evidence of Burning and Post-Manufacturing Modification.
a. Wear Location: I chose where the use/wear was located on the sherd. i.e.
Exterior
b. Completeness: I chose how much of the sherd the use/wear covered. i.e.
Body
c. Wear Pattern: I chose what kind of use/wear the sherd possessed. i.e.
Worn/Abraded or Partial Miss. Surface
d. Evidence of Burning: Unburned
e. Post-Manufacturing: If the sherd was used as an abrader I selected yes
otherwise, I selected no.
7. I skipped the Base Mark tab.
8. Finally, under Coarse Earthenware:
a. Under the General section:
i. Earthenware Type: Thom’s Creek
ii. Decoration Mode: I chose either Punctated, Not Applicable, or
Punctate, drag and jab. There were no options for Plain or Shell
Scraped so they were inputted as not applicable. If the decorative
mode was indiscernible I chose Not Applicable. If the sherd had a
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Drag & Jab decorative mode I selected punctate, drag and jab.
iii. Tin Enamel Type: Not Applicable
iv. Vessel Shape: Not Applicable
v. Orifice Type: If there was a straight rim I chose Unrestricted
otherwise I chose Not Applicable.
vi. Base Shape: Not Applicable
vii. Rim Shape: If there was no rim I chose Not Applicable. If there was
a straight rim I chose Straight.
viii. Rim angle: If there was no rim I chose Not Applicable. If there was
a straight rim I chose 0.
ix. Maximum Rim Width: I left blank for all sherds.
x. Handle Shape: Not Applicable
b. Under the Paste Inclusions section:
i. Paste color: I used the DAACS paste color book to determine what
paste color most closely matched the paste of the sherd I was
studying. If the sherd was reduced I chose Unidentifiable, Reduced.
ii. Oxidized vs Reduced Fabric: I studied the edges of sherds to find
this. Fresh breaks are the most helpful when determining oxidation
vs reduction. Banding can be seen in the core to determine level of
firing.
1. If the sherd had did not have a dark grey or black core band
I chose Not Reduced.
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2. If the sherd had a dark grey or black core band I chose
Reduced.
3. If the sherd was too dirty to determine oxidation vs
reduction I chose Unidentifiable.
iii. Total Paste Inclusion Density: I used the paste inclusion section
in the DAACS book to determine the total paste inclusion density
for the sherd I was studying. If it was less than five I chose Not
Applicable. Otherwise, I selected the density that most closely
matched my sherd.
iv. If the sherd was fiber tempered I clicked Add Inclusion.
1. Inclusions: Voids, Fiber
c. Under the Record Multiple Sherd Thicknesses section: If the sherd had a
rim or base I clicked Add Measurement twice. Once for the body and once
for the rim or base.
i. Completeness: I chose the part of the sherd I was measuring i.e.
Rim or Body
ii. For thickness of a rim or base I used electronic calipers and
measured from the center. For thickness of a body I measured five
millimeters below the rim or above the base.
9. I did not fill out the Images, Objects, or Mends tabs.
10. Once I had finished entering all of the data for a sherd I clicked save.
Below I will detail how I entered the pictured sherd into the DAACS database:
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Figure 19. Sherd from Unit 6 Context S displaying bilobed crescent stylistic element.
1. After clicking Data Entry then Ceramics and then clicking Add New under
Choose Project Name I selected SMP Mitigation and under Choose Context
Sample I selected 3021-06S-DRS-;
2. Starting with the Main tab
a. Under the General section:
i. Artifact Count: 1
ii. Ware: Native American
iii. Manufacturing Technique: handbuild, unknown
iv. Material: Coarse EW
v. Vessel Category: Hollow
vi. Form: unid.
vii. Completeness: Body
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viii. Decoration: yes
ix. Mended: no
b. Under the Surfaces section:
i. Exterior surface: Unglazed/Bisque
ii. Exterior Color: Not Recorded
iii. Exterior Glaze Opacity: Not Applicable
iv. Interior Surface: Unglazed/Bisque
v. Interior color: Not Recorded
vi. Interior Glaze Opacity: Not Applicable
3. On to the Measurements tab
a. Under Sherd:
i. Sherd Thickness: 8.3
ii. Maximum Sherd Measurement: 40
iii. Sherd weight: 6.5
4. Next the Decoration tab:
a. Under General
i. Genre: I did not select anything.
ii. Pattern Name: Not Applicable
b. Under Stylistic Elements:
i. Interior/Exterior: Exterior
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ii. Location: Body
iii. Decorative Technique: I chose the technique implemented. i.e.
Punctated or Shell Scraped
iv. Decoration Color: No Applied Color
v. Stylistic Element: Bi-lobbed Crescent (SCIAA NA)
vi. Motif: Not Applicable
5. Under the Wear/Condition tab
a. Evidence of Burning: Unburned
b. Post-Manufacturing: no.
6. I skipped the Base Mark tab.
7. Finally, under Coarse Earthenware:
a. Under the General section:
i. Earthenware Type: Thom’s Creek
ii. Decoration Mode: Punctated
iii. Tin Enamel Type: Not Applicable
iv. Vessel Shape: Not Applicable
v. Orifice Type: Not Applicable.
vi. Base Shape: Not Applicable
vii. Rim Shape: Not Applicable
viii. Rim angle: Not Applicable
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ix. Handle Shape: Not Applicable
b. Under the Paste Inclusions section:
i. Paste color: Unidentifiable, Reduced
ii. Oxidized vs Reduced Fabric: Reduced.
iii. Total Paste Inclusion Density: Not Applicable
8. I did not fill out the Images, Objects, or Mends tabs.
9. Once I had finished entering all of the data I clicked save.

Appendix B: R Studio Coding
I utilized R Studio, a free open source code statistical and graphical
programming language, to create my tables, density curves, and boxplots. This
allowed me to quantify the data I entered into the DAACS database for the
assemblage of Thom’s Creek pottery I studied from Unit six at Spanish Mount.
Below I provide the R coding I used.
1. This is the path to obtain my data set:
setwd(“/Users/LillianOndus/Documents/Research/Thesis”)
ds <- read.csv(“Unit 6 Query.csv”)
2. To summarize the data in my dataset I used:
summary(ds)
3. To obtain the counts for Thom’s Creek and Stalling’s Island pottery by
stratigraphic groups I used:
aggregate(Count ~ Coarse.Earthenware.Type + Stratigraphic.Group, data = ds, sum)
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4. To normally distribute my data, I used:
ds$logMSM <- log(ds$Maximum.Sherd.Measurement)
ds$logwt<- log(ds$Sherd.Weight)
5. To obtain the average, minimum, and maximum sherd thicknesses I used:
summary(ds$Sherd.Thickness)
6. To create the kernel density plot for sherd thicknesses I used:
d <- density(ds$Sherd.Thickness, na.rm=TRUE)
plot(d, main=”Kernel Density of Sherd Thickness”)
polygon(d, col=”red”, border=”blue”)
7. To create the boxplot for sherd thicknesses by stratigraphic groups I used:
boxplot(Sherd.Thickness~Stratigraphic.Group, data=ds, notch=TRUE, main=”Sherd
Thickness”, xlab=”Stratigraphic Group”)
8. To obtain the counts for manufacturing techniques by stratigraphic groups I used:
aggregate(Count ~ Manufacturing.Technique + Stratigraphic.Group, data = ds, sum)
9. To create a boxplot for maximum sherd measurements by stratigraphic groups:
boxplot(logMSM~Stratigraphic.Group, data=ds, notch=TRUE,
main=”Maximum Sherd Measurement”, xlab=”Stratigraphic Group”)
10. To obtain the counts for paste inclusions by stratigraphic groups I used:
aggregate(Count ~ Coarse.Earthenware.Paste.Inclusion.Density + Stratigraphic.Group,
data = ds, sum)
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11. To obtain the counts for reduction fabric by stratigraphic groups I used:
aggregate(Count ~ Oxidized.Vs.Reduced + Stratigraphic.Group, data = ds, sum)
12. To obtain the counts of sherd completeness by stratigraphic groups I used:
aggregate(Count ~ Completeness + Stratigraphic.Group, data = ds, sum)
13. To obtain the average, minimum, and maximum rim diameters I used:
summary(ds$Rim.Diameter)
14. To create the kernel density plot for rim diameter I used:
d <- density(ds$Rim.Diameter, na.rm=TRUE)
plot(d, main=”Kernel Density of Rim Diameter”)
polygon(d, col=”red”, border=”blue”)
15. To create the boxplot for rim diameters by stratigraphic groups I used:
boxplot(Rim.Diameter~Stratigraphic.Group, data=ds, notch=TRUE, main=”Rim
Diameter”, xlab=”Stratigraphic Group”)
16. To create my scatterplot of rim diameters compared to sherd thicknesses I used:
attach(ds)
plot(Rim.Diameter, Sherd.Thickness, main=”Rim Diameter Compared to Thickness”,
xlab=”Rim Diameter “, ylab=”Sherd Thickness “, pch=19)
17. To obtain the counts for decorative techniques and stylistic elements by
stratigraphic groups I used:
aggregate(Count ~ Decorative.Technique..Stylistic.Elements + Stratigraphic.Group, data
= ds, sum)
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